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Hudson Wall
DESCRIPTION
The Hudson wall light by Tech Lighting is simply sophisticated
with its cylindrical glass shade and simple metal base. The
Hudson provides glarefree up and down lighting from the
acrylic glass body allowing for ample amounts of light to fill the
surrounding space. The Hudson wall scales at 4â€œin width
and 3.5â€ in length making it ideal for bathroom lighting,
hallway lighting and bedroom lighting flanking two end tables.
For even further design freedom, the Hudson wall light can be
mounted up or down to fit your space. Also included in the
Hudson family is the Hudson Pendant, simply search for the
Hudson Wall sconce to find its nearest relatives. Available
lamping options include energy efficient LED or nolamp
leaving you the option to light this fixture with your preferred
lamping. all lamping options are fullydimmable to create the
desired ambiance in your special space. Rated for (2) 75w
max, E26 medium based lamps (Not included). LED version
includes (2) 9.5 watt, 800 delivered lumen, 2700K, Medium
base LED A19. ADA compliant.

white

INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
2.53lb / 1.131.36kg ±

antique bronze

satin nickel

ORDERING INFORMATION
700WSHUD2W

COLOR
WHITE

FINISH

LAMP

Z ANTIQUE BRONZE
C CHROME
S SATIN NICKEL

NO LAMP
LED927 A19 LED 90 CRI 2700K 120V (T20/T24)
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